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Europeanizing the State Constitution--
The Water and Power Amendment

GOVERNMENTAL opposition to power outside of the government has created various commissions. To accomplish their purpose they have to receive greater power than the power which they oppose. Likewise, to protect the public from being itself dominated by the commissions, maintenance of the common constitutional checks in the public interest becomes the more important. Without that, the commissions would become a mere replacement of the abuses which they overcome in others. The proposal sometimes found to discard the constitutional safeguards against this is shortsighted in the extreme.

An instance, of wider extent than its name suggests, is the constitutional amendment called the Water and Power Bill, defeated at the last election and on the ballot again unchanged. Its scope is much wider than its name.

1. The provisions of the Water and Power Bill are mainly as follows: By constitutional amendment it puts in the hands of a board of five men "the waters and lands of the State" (sec. 3, sub. d). Also such waters and lands as they can get from the United States and from neighboring States (sec. 3, sub. f, g). Also they may get lands, waters "and any other property" by buying "or other legal means." What to build and what to operate is also left to their discretion (sec. 3, sub. a);—a very comprehensive discretion to do "any and all things" concerning water or electricity, and to get or make "any property or thing" that they consider "convenient" (sec. 3, sub. a and b). For this the Bill by section 5 puts in their hands $500,000,000 in State bonds.1

It would thus create in five men by constitutional provision an unlimited personal discretion with nothing specified.

2. Among the elements of popular government is the right of the people to make their own laws. The Bill grants to the Board power to "adopt rules and regulations" (sec. 3, sub. k), and these will have the force of legislation over the agriculture, manufacturing, lighting and

---

1 A finance committee is named to do the clerical work, subject to supreme control of the bonds by the board.
communications of the State. In other sections the five men become their own rate-fixing authority for water delivered to the consumers out of the $500,000,000 or for electricity furnished (sec. 8). If enough money is not raised from consumers to meet the bonds, "there is hereby appropriated from the general fund in the State Treasury such sum annually as will be necessary" (sec. 9). What the five men do not raise from the people as ratepayers, they may take from the people as taxpayers.

The five members of the Board may, and obviously will, thus legislate over the people of the State. The people through their representatives are foreclosed from passing laws to avoid the Board's arbitrary refusal of service to citizens, favoritism in its service to localities, kinds of industries, factories, crops, towns, and other like legislation on which public welfare will depend. The people through their representatives in the legislature may have some idea what the rules ought to be in other respects also. But the effect of the Bill will be to release the five men from such constitutional considerations.

Being themselves chartered by the Constitution, they are to be supreme in their field, to follow their personal ideas and legislate as they please; and the legislature is closed.

3. Donation of supreme power similarly closes the courts.

Under the Bill the five men will hear and be their own judges of complaints that may arise, including complaints against themselves. Being placed in the Constitution, they are as high as the courts. Even the Supreme Court, which was left superior to the Railroad Commission, is not granted any authority by the Bill to hear complaints against the water and power Board.

The ordinary man is so used to knowing that if he feels himself wronged by public officials he can turn at present to the courts for as impartial a hearing as human nature permits, that it is hard to realize that the Bill contemplates a situation with the courts gone. It can be brought to mind somewhat by the following, not overdrawn, description.

"The benefits of the integrity and moderation of the judiciary have already been felt in more States than one; and though they may have displeased those whose sinister expectations they may have disappointed, they must have commanded the esteem and applause of all the virtuous and disinterested. Considerate men, of every description, ought to prize whatever will tend to beget or fortify that temper in the courts; as no man can be
sure that he may not be tomorrow the victim of a spirit of injustice by which he may be a gainer today. And every man must now feel that the inevitable tendency of such a spirit is to sap the foundations of public and private confidence, and to introduce in its stead universal distrust and distress."  

It might be thought that the Bill would endeavor to insure to consumers a fair hearing by the Board, in view of the loss of access to impartial courts. But the Board is as unrestricted in the method of reaching its decision as in other matters. No notice to consumers is guaranteed by the Act, no hearing, no taking of evidence before a decision.

Doubtless the arrangement would meet its deserved overthrow at the hands of the Federal Constitution. In discussing an order of a state public service commission, the Supreme Court of the United States spoke of "such a want of hearing or such arbitrary or capricious action on the part of the commission as to violate the due process clause of the constitution." 2 Of an act of the immigration officials in the exclusion of foreigners it was said that there must be a "fair investigation" by the executive officers and "the decision must be after a hearing in good faith, however summary," at which evidence is taken and made of record, open and not secret. 4 The Interstate Commerce Commission Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act provide in the statute for an administrative hearing, wherefore expressions under those acts that the need is constitutional may be obiter; they are, however, strong: "A finding without evidence is arbitrary and baseless" and "it has been distinctly recognized that administrative orders, quasi judicial in character, are void if a hearing was denied." 5 "To refuse to consider evidence introduced or to make an essential finding without supporting evidence is arbitrary action." 6 "All parties must be fully apprised of the evidence submitted or to be considered and must be given opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, to inspect

---

2 The Federalist, No. 78.
documents, and to offer evidence in explanation or rebuttal." An administrative decision without support in the evidence as recorded is void.8

The notice and hearing and sufficient evidence,—the fundamentals of civilized justice,—must, moreover, be provided by law to satisfy the Federal Constitution. They can not be left to the discretion of the Board to give or withhold.

"Nor can extra-official or casual notice, or a hearing granted as a matter of favor or discretion, be deemed a substantial substitute for the due process of law that the Constitution requires. . . . 'It is not enough that the owners may by chance have notice, or that they may as a matter of favor have a hearing. The law must require notice to them and give them the right to a hearing and an opportunity to be heard.' The soundness of this doctrine has repeatedly been recognized by this court."9

The Federal Constitution may condemn also the Bill’s enactment of finality for the Board’s rulings in the face of other forms of abuse. Enactment of administrative finality upon consumers in the face of abuse of discretion is condemned in a well-known early case.

“When we consider the nature and the theory of our institutions of government, the principles upon which they are supposed to rest; and review the history of their development, we are constrained to conclude that they do not leave room for the play and action of purely personal and arbitrary power. . . . The very idea that one may be compelled to hold his life, or the means of living, or any material right essential to the enjoyment of life, at the will of another, seems to be intolerable in any country where freedom prevails, as being the essence of Slavery itself.”10

---

While there have been distinctions how far administrative action by rule is different from action without rule, in its effect upon the question of abuse, yet it has been often reaffirmed that if the abuse exists the administrative officials at that point cease to be officers of the state, and become individual trespassers. This is alternatively expressed in the irrigation cases ruling that vested rights are protected, or that administrative action is not final against those whose rights it would take away. So far as the Supreme


Court of the United States is concerned, any substantial degree (even partial) of hampering judicial recourse against abuse of power is disapproved. Where the statute provided that one who undertook to apply for judicial redress should be subject to penalties, the court declared its invalidity and has very recently reapproved that position. A special statutory recourse from the administrative to the courts, hampered by a provision forbidding a stay was lately overthrown. Against the charge of confiscation, finality may not be enacted even upon non-jurisdictional facts; upon that the judicial tribunal must be left free to make a determination "upon its own independent judgment as to both law and facts; otherwise the order is void because in conflict with the due process clause, Fourteenth Amendment."

4. It is not very comforting to pride in self-government to assume that if we abandon the State Constitution, that of the United States will protect us by invalidating the folly. It brings prominently to realization, however, that precautions for the rights of the people against the Board itself are ignored by the Bill, and that our constitutions grew out of hard experience with personal government of such kind.


"It was in the light of the fact that the penalty was imposed for charging other than those statutory rates, whose reasonableness was a matter of doubt and uncertainty, that this court in the Young case, speaking through Mr. Justice Peckham, pointed out that a law which in terms or by the operation of deterrent penalties made statutes or orders of a commission conclusive as to the sufficiency of rates would be unconstitutional. He summed up the discussion as follows: 'It may therefore be said that when the penalties for disobedience are by fines so enormous and imprisonment so severe as to intimidate the Company and its officers from resorting to the courts to test the validity of the legislation, the result is the same as if the law, in terms, prohibited the company from seeking judicial construction of laws which deeply affect its rights.'" (Italics mine.) Wadley Southern R. Co. v. Georgia (1915) 235 U. S. 651, 663, 59 L. Ed. 405, 35 Sup. Ct. Rep. 214, 218-219.


Our constitutions came into being on breaking away from European conditions, to tell the persons who govern us what they may do, but equally strongly what they may not do. Chief among these limitations, our principle of government has been to entrust to some officials the making of our laws as legislators, to entirely different persons the interpretation of the laws as judges, and separate from both of them are the executives who put the laws into action. We have held to keeping them apart in the main, so that we may continue to have public servants and not rulers. It is universally admitted that some degree of overlap is unavoidable. Few deny, however, that policy demands that the overlap be kept as small as possible.

"There is no liberty if the power of judging is not separated from the legislative power and from the executive power. If it were joined to the legislative power, the power over the life and the liberty of the citizens would be arbitrary; for the judge would be legislator. If it were joined to the executive power, the judge might have the force of an oppressor." A classical statement of this has been:—

"In the government of this commonwealth, the legislative department shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers, or either of them: the executive shall never exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or either of them: the judicial shall never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them: to the end it may be a government of laws and not of men." As the branch of government which interprets the laws, the courts, in saying when the overlap has been carried too far, are lenient and let a good deal go through. In a number of instances,


however, they have had to say that the principle was clearly broken, and have therefore declared the departure void as unconstitutional. So the attempt is now put forth to take the principle out of the Constitution, and turn backward to the unwholesome conditions which constitutional government displaced.

5. It will be supposed by many that only electricity distribution is being voted upon—("water and power" sound so much like "water power"). It will be supposed by others that perhaps water distribution will be included. In fact, as the Bill defines the purpose, it relates to anything cognate to the use of waters (sec. 3, sub. a; see also sec. 1); comprehensive enough for supplying irrigation water to farmers and domestic water to cities in addition to electricity, and also for investing in hydraulic mines, and perhaps steamboat lines.

A little further on, beside "all powers needful for the accomplishment of the purposes of this article," the Bill provides also "such additional powers" (therefore not needful for that purpose) "as may be granted by the legislature." (sec. 3, sub. L). An effort, this apparently is, to remove in advance the state constitutional barriers from entering into any field—to clear the way for taking over oil, or railroads or the press—every kind of industry. The intention of the Bill evidently is to remove any state constitutional impediments from making its system universal.

A "Big Five" on the European model, of great power over the destinies of the State, would arrive, released from state constitutional precautions, and irresponsible to the people. To this "Cheka," as the Russians would call it, the Bill reads that "the faith and credit of the State of California is hereby pledged" (sec. 5), and all the rest of the State government are made its servants. "All public officers," section 15 enacts, "shall render every assistance in their power." It purports to put supreme power over the daily life of the people into the hands of five men, as though the people of California no longer cared for a share in their own affairs, and are to be as easily disposed of as the masses in Europe.

6. How far this would have to go before the Constitution of the Nation would interfere for the further reason of its assurance of a Republican form of government is a question that is not likely to be pressed to a conclusion. The Bill, having been defeated before, probably will secure still less support. Or if it carries there can be conceded a substantial chance that in practice the Board would operate a
good deal short both of the extreme power for harm that is conferred upon it and of the power for good. Much always gets said on paper both ways that never gets going in practice. But while we continue to believe in self-government we should not approve a Bill devitalizing the Constitution, on the uncertainty of the chance that the Bill will not get enforced as it reads.

An address by Secretary Hughes declares that "the practice of putting large discretionary powers at the disposal of officers needs a curb. The patriot in peace demands government upon established principles, and he should always be ready to contest officialism and bureaucracy." It should not be too much to ask that those who seek to be entrusted with a vast fund and great power should submit themselves to the common constitutional safeguards against merely replacing the old abuses through a new set of men.

Samuel C. Wiel.

San Francisco, California.